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Résumé
Ce papier présente une méthodologie outillée de haut niveau tirant profit des multi-vues, des compo-
sants et des modèles dans le but de faciliter la construction des systèmes d’exploitation complexes.
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1. Context

Modern operating systems face stringent requirements which increase their size continuously. They are
therefore becoming more and more complex. They need, for example, to run on numerous architectures
or to embed many drivers. Therefore, it potentially favors bugs and security flaws and makes the OS
less maintainable (such as simple changes triggering pernicious side effects [9]).
The Component-based software development [6] is one of the possible answers to deal with this com-
plexity : it helps building software in a modular, reusable and cleaner way, while providing introspection
and reconfiguration capabilities at runtime. Model-driven engineering, on its side, has proved over the
years to be an efficient way of representing programming concepts in an unified way either at design-
time or at runtime.

2. Models and Components for Operating Systems ?

While OS development could take advantage of Models and Components, they haven’t really embra-
ced them since OSes are often very constrained (such as by their memory footprint). One possible ap-
proach is to use them at design-time and discard them when producing the code. Previous works such
as Think [5] have started exploring this path and proved its feasibility.
Based on this approach and pushing it further, we propose a workbench coupled with a methodology
based on Components and Models. We therefore reduce design complexity and improve maintainability
while sticking to the efficiency requirements of such systems and encouraging reusability.

3. A tool-assisted methodology for OS design

The methodology we propose is based on the following key ideas : (i) work at a very high level of abs-
traction ; (ii) only expose relevant information ; (iii) construct by refinement ; (iv) maintain the construct
in a safe state and (v) project models to feed a compilation chain.
Working at a high level. We propose an extensible metamodel that captures the concepts needed to
describe an OS that brings into play many concerns (such as memory allocation or scheduling). Using
metamodel benefits, we can build tools working with any component technology and can later reason
on rich metadata to produce the resulting code.
Exposing pertinent information. As designing an OS means dealing with many domains, it involves
working with legion of models. We therefore need a separation of concerns [8] to cap the complexity.
We use a multi-view approach to solve that, where each expert only manipulates the concepts related



to his/her domain. We also introduce an extensible Domain Specific Language (DSL) which enables an
easy navigation and querying of Models using the domain’s terminology ; preventing the domain expert
from writing repetitive and error-prone code.
Constructing through refinement. In our approach, we build an OS by starting with a consistent set
of Models and by incrementally refining them. We have defined three kinds of atomic and reversible
operations on the Models : creation, transformation and deletion. We allow composition and nesting in
order to build high level operations. Also, to ease the manipulation of model operations, we provide a
syntactic sugar that only makes use of the domain terminologies.
Keeping the construct safe. To ensure the construct is correct, we add constraints to Models. Constraints
can either be expressed for a single domain or between two domains. On top of them, we build transac-
tional operations that can be atomically reverted if a constraint is violated. They prevent execution of
wrong operations and guide the developer in the construction process.
Projecting Models. Once the OS specification is done, domain views get merged by taking advantage
of the rich metadata available from the models and the code is generated. We produce the required
Architecture Description Language (ADL) files (explaining how components need to be assembled) and
Aspects (representing a given concern such optimization) for the compilation chain.

4. Related Works

[7] presents a way to maintain the consistency in a multiview approach using formal languages. It the-
refore relies on the ability of the domain experts to use such languages, what we want to avoid.
Many approaches to model-driven development for OSes have been proposed. Most of them although
tends to be specific to a range of hardware [2], a particular computational model [4] or focuses on a single
concern [3] . Also most of these works do not deal with components except [1] but, as a drawback, their
considerations are (almost-)only architecture-centric.
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